Share Your Story
2016 Content Media Kit

Yes, you can be featured!
Life Lessons Magazine is a socially charged magazine voicing the experiences and stories of non-pop culture icons;
representing the view from a fast food worker to a corporate banker. Do you have a great story or experience of which you
gained valuable knowledge? No matter the experience, we want to feature you!
No cost. No strings attached.

SHARE YOUR DIVERSE AND UNIQUE EXPERIENCES
Our stories represent a variety of different topics: Cooking, Traveling, Science, Finances, Inventions, Relationships, Health,
Business and the Arts. These far-reaching experiences and stories are from unique and diverse individuals. You.
Simply write your experience in 400 words, or less, using your own words, and we create magazine features about you!
Check out our stories below!

The new celebrity is you.
Your stories and experiences are valuable to the education and understanding of your peers, and people around the world.
We “exclusively” turn your story into an amazing magazine feature that can be seen and read by millions around the world,
making you the “real celebrity”. Not because you did something risky, but rather because of your valuable experiences.

Here is how to get started!
1.

Think of an experience or story you’d like to share.

2.

In 400 words or less, tell us about it, or complete Q/A sheet.

3.

Submit your story or request via email to: lessons@ipayal.com

4.

Call our Content Manager Umiah Williams @ 757.751.0800

Upon submission, your story will be reviewed and submitted to our editing department.
Please include your name, email, phone number and the best time to reach you. If you are a model
and/or you are submitting images, please ensure they are a minimum of 2600 pixels wide (300 dpi).
Caption your subject line as: “Story Submission”. Remember, we have a number of categories from
which you can write, such as cooking, traveling, business, practical living, family and more.
If you have any questions, feel free to email us and someone will respond within 24 hours. Space is
limited so, if you’d like to be featured, please submit immediately.

We are a collaboration of media brands
Life Lessons Magazine is part of a growing media conglomerate serving small businesses and corporations
around the world, exposing their brands to over 10 million consumers plus monthly.
Here are some of our conglomerate media brands.

Serving world class brands
Your article features are sponsored by some of the world’s most respected brands. Here are just a few that you will find in
each of our local and national issues:

Submit your story today!
Life Lessons Magazine is a strategic partner with OMG (Opulence Media Group) owned by iPayal Inc. of
Scottsdale Arizona. Like us on Facebook.

